


The Epiphy flip top table is designed for
elegance and ease of use.
The flowing curves and graceful design make
Epiphy the perfect choice for training,
meetings and conferences.

Simplicity Through Design
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Award Winning Design

Epiphy is designed to incorporate both 

ergonomics and style. 

All components have their own distinct design 

and add to the sleek elegance of Epiphy.  

As a result, this elegant flip top table has won 

design accolades including the IF Award and 

Good Design Award.

Conveying Comfort

The 2100 mm wide Epiphy can seat three people 

comfortably side by side, meaning that Epiphy is 

particularly suitable for training rooms.
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At its best in the training room, Epiphy can

be easily reconfigured for group work.

One table can fulfill multiple activities.

Flexibly Matches Various
Work Scenes
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1.Ease of Use  
The large easy to hold handles
ensure that Epiphy tables are
extremely reliable and easy
to operate.

2.Cable Management  
The large wiring duct which is 
supplied as standard can handle all 
of your power and data 
requirements. The duct can be 
accessed from either the front or 
rear and cables can be brought out 
at any point along the duct cover.

3.Height Adjustment
Large diameter castors and a 
levelling function (up to 10mm) 
enables stable placement and easy 
portability, even on uneven floors.

4.Parallel Stacking  
For efficient storage, Epiphy can be 
stacked in parallel without diagonal 
slippage. 
(Stack interval:180mm)

5.Safe Secure Operation 
The unique opening mechanism of 
the Epiphy prevents the possibility 
of trapped fingers.
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With modesty panel Without modesty panel
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Tabletop
 Decorative melamine laminate
 Edge: Polyvinyl choride
 Core material: Particleboard
 Thickness: 25mm
Base
 Aluminium die cast with powder backed coating
 Castor: ø75mm double-wheel castors
Panel
 ABS extrusion material
 Edge: Nylon
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